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tron distributions from the
photoionization of liquid water: a sensitive test of
electron mean free paths

Titouan Gadeyne, ab Pengju Zhang,*a Axel Schilda and Hans Jakob Wörner *a

The availability of accurate mean free paths for slow electrons (<50 eV) in water is central to the

understanding of many electron-driven processes in aqueous solutions, but their determination poses

major challenges to experiment and theory alike. Here, we describe a joint experimental and theoretical

study demonstrating a novel approach for testing, and, in the future, refining such mean free paths. We

report the development of Monte-Carlo electron-trajectory simulations including elastic and inelastic

electron scattering, as well as energy loss and secondary-electron production to predict complete

photoelectron spectra of liquid water. These simulations are compared to a new set of photoelectron

spectra of a liquid-water microjet recorded over a broad range of photon energies in the extreme

ultraviolet (20–57 eV). Several previously published sets of scattering parameters are investigated,

providing direct and intuitive insights on how they influence the shape of the low-energy electron

spectra. A pronounced sensitivity to the escape barrier is also demonstrated. These simulations

considerably advance our understanding of the origin of the prominent low-energy electron distributions

in photoelectron spectra of liquid water and clarify the influence of scattering parameters and the

escape barrier on their shape. They moreover describe the reshaping and displacement of low-energy

photoelectron bands caused by vibrationally inelastic scattering. Our work provides a quantitative basis

for the interpretation of the complete photoelectron spectra of liquids and opens the path to fully

predictive simulations of low-energy scattering in liquid water.
Introduction

Understanding low-energy electron production and transport in
liquid water is a signicant goal for several areas of research.1,2

A free electron travelling through the liquid is likely to scatter
with water molecules, and such collisions can involve loss of
kinetic energy for the electron, as well as generation of
secondary electrons by impact ionization of the molecules.
These processes rapidly result in a population of low-energy
electrons in the liquid following its ionization. This situation
is of importance for radiation therapy, as radiation damage to
biomolecules is largely attributed to slow electrons resulting
from such ionization cascades.3,4 Achieving predictive simula-
tions of low-energy electron scattering in liquids could also
prove useful in the photoelectron spectroscopy of liquids and
solutes, as electrons emitted from a condensed phase are likely
to have experienced scattering events before being detected,
potentially shiing peak positions from their actual values,
distorting peak shapes, and generating a strong background of
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scattered electrons at low energies resulting from the afore-
mentioned mechanisms.5–7

As of yet, no consensus exists on scattering cross sections
and mean free paths for electrons travelling through liquid
water, particularly in the low kinetic energy range where both
theory and experiment become less reliable. Although diverse
approaches have been developed to estimate these parameters,
the lack of direct experimental data for the liquid phase
impedes the assessment of the reliability of such estimates.
Evaluating the quality of these cross sections is particularly
important for any study aiming to t scattering simulations to
experimental data to retrieve information about e.g. the initial
kinetic energy distribution of emitted electrons in water. This
was done in the past for the distribution of solvated-electron
binding energies,8 and the obtained distribution was different
than the Gaussian observed in spectra taken with higher photon
energies6 and data recorded with water clusters,9 suggesting
that the simulation procedure was not apt to produce accurate
results.

We therefore argue that comparison of simulations to more
experimental input is paramount to assess whether or not
a given scattering model is able to yield reliable predictions.

In this work, we develop a Monte-Carlo trajectory simulation
of low-energy electron (<50 eV) transport and production, and
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 1675–1692 | 1675
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Fig. 1 Photoelectron spectroscopy experiment. (a) Scheme of the
experimental setup. (b) Experimental microjet geometry. (c) Semi-
infinite flat-surface geometry used in simulations.
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use it to make the rst predictions of full photoelectron spectra
of liquid water including the low-energy electron background.
The results are compared to experimental spectra obtained
using a state-of-the-art apparatus, combining a table-top mon-
ochromatized source of high-harmonic radiation,10 a liquid
microjet, and a magnetic photoelectron spectrometer.11 We
herein compare simulated spectra to experiment, and explore
the performance of several choices of scattering parameters.

Direct experimental measurements of electron mean free
paths and differential scattering cross sections are not yet
feasible for liquid water, which motivates the search for alter-
native ways to estimate these quantities. Ab initio calculations
are not tractable for the liquid phase, and the usual method-
ology for estimating these parameters theoretically is to use
a dielectric model of water, although another method based on
the spherical complex optical potential (SCOP) was recently
used and yielded similar results.12 Many studies have reported
values for electron inelastic mean free paths (IMFP) and cross
sections for liquid water within the dielectric formalism using
different algorithms.13–19 They agree well with each other for fast
electrons, but not in the low-energy range we are interested in.
These estimations are known to be very approximate for low
kinetic energies due to the numerous assumptions involved in
the calculations, and oen capture only electronic energy loss
channels, while vibrational or phonon excitations are expected
to be of importance for low-energy electrons. Several attempts
have been made at simulating electron transport in water using
such parameters,14,17 but the comparison of the results to
experimental data has so far remained scarce, if present at all.

Scattering parameters for liquid water have also been esti-
mated by scaling gas-phase cross sections with the density of
liquid water. This is expected to be a crude model, as inter-
molecular interactions are not captured. A perhaps more
interesting source of data are the experimental measurements
for amorphous ice.20 It was recently argued that, within exper-
imental error, there should be no noticeable difference between
these values and those for the liquid phase.21 Again, comparison
to more experimental input is required to see whether these
values really are able to yield accurate simulations. Our present
results suggest that this is not the case.

Finally, scattering parameters have been inferred by
combining ab initio calculations of electron scattering with
water clusters and Monte-Carlo simulations to reproduce
experimental observables. In a previous work,22 we determined
the elastic angular differential cross section (ADCS) through
quantum-scattering calculations, which allowed us to retrieve
the physical (event-by-event) EMFP and the IMFP through
a non-linear t of measured effective attenuation lengths (EAL)
and photoemission angular distributions (PAD) reported in the
literature.23,24 This set of EMFP and IMFP parameters was
successfully used in modelling the rst attosecond time-
resolved experiments in the liquid phase.25,26

We herein propose a new approach to testing reported
scattering parameters, by using them to simulate the complete
photoelectron spectra of liquid water, including, for the rst
time, the low-energy electron background. This electron back-
ground is mostly composed of primary photoelectrons that lost
1676 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 1675–1692
energy during inelastic collisions with water molecules, and of
secondary electrons emitted by impact ionization of water
molecules by primary electrons.27 Therefore, it inherently
contains information on electron energy loss and secondary
electron production. Our high-harmonic setup enables us to use
several ionizing photon energies, thereby probing scattering
mechanisms over a wide range of electron kinetic energies. An
accurate simulation of low-energy electron transport in water
should be able to reproduce such data, and, therefore, the
comparison can be used as a benchmarking tool to assess the
validity of the scattering parameters used as input. This is
a necessary step to be taken before using Monte-Carlo simula-
tions to analyze experimental results. Most importantly, the
simulation can give direct insight on how the shape of the
electron distribution will respond to a change in the scattering
model, allowing for a better, more direct and intuitive under-
standing of electron scattering in the liquid phase.
Experiment

Photoelectron spectra of liquid water were recorded with a time-
of-ight electron spectrometer.11 A scheme of the experimental
setup is presented in Fig. 1a. Liquid water was introduced in
a high-vacuum chamber through a 25 mm diameter microjet,
where it was irradiated with extreme-ultraviolet (XUV) pulses
originating from high-harmonic generation (HHG) of laser
light. HHGwas driven in neon (32mbar) by a near-infrared laser
pulse of z1.5 mJ and z30 fs duration centered at 800 nm with
a repetition rate of 1 kHz. The XUV pulses were provided by
a time-preserving monochromator,10 which allowed for the
selection of a single harmonic order.

Electrons emitted from the liquid jet were recorded by
a magnetic-bottle photoelectron spectrometer, consisting of
a permanent magnet (1 T) holding a conical iron tip, a 910 mm-
long ight tube equipped with a solenoid that generates
a homogeneous magnetic eld of 1 mT along the ight tube.
The permanent magnetic eld near the liquid microjet allows to
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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guide the emitted electrons towards the skimmer of the ight
tube. A fast response (z150 ps) photoelectron detector con-
sisting of a pair of microchannel plates (MCP) in Chevron
conguration and a metallic anode is installed at the end of the
ight tube. The raw MCP signals are recorded via an amplitude-
to-digital (ADC) converter aer z10 times amplication
through a home-built fast pre-amplier.

Without applying any bias potential on the skimmer and the
ight tube, the spectrometer was rst calibrated by photoioni-
zation of argon with various harmonics (H11 to H45), which led
to a determination of the XUV energy to within �0.06 eV. NaCl
was added to the water at a concentration of 50 mmol L�1 to
reduce the electrokinetic charging effect of the jet. A bias
potential of +0.50 V was applied to the liquid jet to simulta-
neously compensate the effects of the residual streaming
potential and that of the vacuum-level offset between the jet and
the spectrometer.28 As a result, the measured kinetic energies
appear as counted from the vacuum level of the liquid.

In order to reliably compare simulated spectra to experi-
mental measurements, it is necessary to evaluate the detection
efficiency of our experimental apparatus as a function of the
kinetic energy of the electron. It is well-known that the detection
efficiency of a magnetic bottle spectrometer is relatively
constant for photoelectron kinetic energies between 5 and
100 eV.29 In order to avoid possible errors coming from the
unknown detection efficiency of the slower electrons (<1 eV), as
well as to separate the liquid- and gas-phase contributions in
the spectrum, a bias potential of�15 V was applied to the liquid
jet. The measured spectra were corrected for the applied
potential.

In general, a large number of photoelectrons are easily
created via ionization of a liquid sample. The Coulomb repul-
sion between photoelectrons can cause so-called space-charge
effects, which can severely affect the determination of the
ionization potentials of liquid samples and the spectral proles.
To quantitatively assess the inuence of this effect, the electron
count rate was estimated via setting a constant threshold in our
home-made data acquisition soware during the measurement.
The count rate below which space-charge effects can be safely
neglected for the present measurements was estimated as 20
counts/shot.

Theory and simulation
Monte-Carlo propagation procedure

We used classical-trajectory Monte-Carlo simulations to
describe electron transport. Such calculations are expected to be
quantitatively accurate for kinetic energies above z10 eV,
where quantum-interference effects have been shown to
become negligible.30 In this approximation, electrons travel in
straight lines through a homogeneous medium in between
scattering events. We developed the simulation by expanding
on our previous code, CLstuni, which included elastic scat-
tering only.22,31

Elastic collisions were associated with an elastic mean free
path (EMFP) lE and inelastic ones with an inelastic mean free
path (IMFP) lI. The propagation length r between two successive
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
events for an electron with kinetic energy E is sampled from an
exponential distribution

PðrÞ ¼ 1

lðEÞe
�r=lðEÞ (1)

where l is the effective mean free path, given by

1

lðEÞ ¼
1

lIðEÞ þ
1

lEðEÞ : (2)

At each step, the probability of the scattering event being
inelastic is given by lE(E)/(lE(E) + lI(E)). Once the type of scat-
tering event is determined, the necessary parameters (deection
angle, energy transfer, etc.) are sampled as will be discussed in
the next sections. In the case of an electron-impact ionization
event, in which a water molecule is ionized, a new trajectory is
created corresponding to the emitted secondary electron.

The simulation uses a simple semi-innite at-surface
geometry (see Fig. 1c). Although our experimental geometry is
that of a cylindrical microjet (see Fig. 1b), we do not expect this
difference to signicantly affect the simulated spectra, at least
with respect to the amplitude of the effects we wish to discuss in
this work. This is further supported by calculations shown in
Appendix C.

Trajectories are started in the liquid (z < 0), and those
escaping the surface (z ¼ 0) are stopped and counted as part of
the simulated photoelectron spectrum. Since our experimental
setup features a magnetic eld to guide emitted electrons
towards the entrance of the ight tube, we assumed that all
escaped electrons were detected, regardless of their emission
angle relative to the surface.

Finally, we assumed that electrons having escaped the liquid
do not suffer additional collisions with molecules from the gas-
phase surrounding the liquid jet. Since the density of scatterers
is much lower in the vapour than in the liquid, most of the
observed scattering effects should be captured by our simula-
tions. When measuring photoelectron spectra of the gas phase
with our setup, the secondary electron background is almost
nonexistent,5 conrming the small amount of inelastic colli-
sions taking place in the vapour.
Physical model

Electron kinetic energies. For our purposes, two ways of
counting electron kinetic energies (eKE) must be carefully
considered. The rst is the kinetic energy of the electron as
detected by the photoelectron spectrometer. It is inferred from
the time of ight (TOF) of the electron. This time is inuenced
by the vacuum-level offset between liquid water and the
detector, which we compensate experimentally by applying
a bias potential to the liquid jet.28 Therefore, the kinetic energy
we measure experimentally is effectively counted from the
vacuum level of water. The second is the kinetic energy of the
electron inside liquid water for use in the simulation, which will
be denoted as E. For an insulator such as liquid water, bound
electrons in the valence and inner-valence bands are assumed
to be at rest, and free electrons populate the conduction band of
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 1675–1692 | 1677



Fig. 2 Band diagram for liquid water. The left axis shows the eKE as
measured in experiment, and features the DOS used for the simula-
tions. Peaks in the DOS are labelled with the corresponding orbitals of
the watermolecule. The right axis shows the eKE inside water, differing
from the previous one by the electron affinity (slightly exaggerated
here for illustrative purposes). An electron impact ionization event with
energy transfer u is depicted.
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the material, where they have a positive kinetic energy counted
with respect to the bottom of this band.19 This discussion of
kinetic energies is summarized in Fig. 2.

In order to compare the two ways of counting energies, we
need to know the depth of the conduction band with respect to
the vacuum level, which is also known as the electron affinity.
No consensus exists on this value, but studies indicate a value
below 1 eV.32–34 We used an estimate of 0.2 eV for this quantity,
corresponding to a recent theoretical value for bulk liquid
water.32 Electrons below this energy are trapped in the
conduction band below the vacuum level. Such trajectories
cannot escape the liquid and therefore will not contribute to the
detected spectrum: in the simulation, they can be terminated.

Photoionization. In the experiment, a short (z30 fs) XUV
pulse is directed towards a water microjet. Electrons are emitted
at some depth in the liquid, with some angle and kinetic energy.

The attenuation of XUV light of photon energy Ep in water is
well described by an exponential decay with a characteristic length
L given by the complex refractive index n + ik of the medium as

L
�
Ep

� ¼ ħc
2k
�
Ep

�
Ep

(3)
1678 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 1675–1692
where c is the speed of light. In this work, our photon energies
range from 20 to 60 eV. Over this range, k decreases from 0.41 to
0.04,35 corresponding to penetration depths between 12 and
41 nm. These values are all much higher than the reported EAL
values23 for electrons in water: therefore, electrons can be
emitted deep in the liquid but will never escape the surface, due
to inelastic scattering. To avoid simulating trajectories that do
not contribute to the observable, initial depths for electron
trajectories were sampled according to an exponential distri-
bution with a smaller tail of 10 nm. In Appendix C, we compare
spectra for sampling tails of 10 and 40 nm, which show no
signicant differences.

Initial angles were sampled based on an extrapolation of
PAD measurements on small water clusters, which we expect to
reproduce the emission distribution in a local liquid water
environment. The procedure used is detailed in Appendix B.
These angles are dened with respect to the polarization
direction of the XUV light.

Initial kinetic energies were sampled according to the
density of states (DOS) for the outer- and inner-valence bands
of liquid water. This DOS was approximated by a background-
subtracted photoelectron spectrum of liquid water recorded
with a high photon energy (harmonic 31 of 800 nm, 48 eV). As
will be discussed in more detail below, the effect of scattering
on the shape of the distribution of kinetic energies is expected
to be small for fast electrons. This is conrmed by recent
spectra, in which the shape and binding energies of the
photoelectron peaks is not signicantly changed for photon
energies larger thanz20 eV.5,7 Therefore, we expect the energy
distribution of such spectra to decently reect the initial
distribution of kinetic energies, and to be a good estimate for
the DOS of the medium. This distribution is pictured along the
le axis in Fig. 2.

Elastic scattering. Elastic collisions do not involve energy
loss for the electron, but can deect its trajectory. Thus, they are
essential for simulating accurately the length of the path trav-
elled by the electron before escaping the liquid. In our simu-
lation, the elastic mean free path (EMFP) is associated with
purely elastic collisions, in which no energy is transferred to
excite the water molecule (only a negligible amount of kinetic
energy is lost, by transferring momentum to the molecule).

The EMFP is related to the momentum-transfer (also known
as transport) mean free path (MTMFP). The EMFP is suited for
a physical, event-by-event description of the scattering mecha-
nism, in which angular deections are sampled according to
a specic angular differential cross section. The MTMFP
corresponds to a simplied scattering model, in which angular
deections are assumed to be isotropic.

Here, as in our previous work,22we sampled elastic scattering
angles from angular differential cross sections (ADCS) obtained
from quantum calculations on water heptamers. They are
described in Appendix D. This framework allows to account for
quantum effects in elastic collisions, by using the ADCS for
scattering by a cluster of several molecules. Such effects are
expected to become particularly important for slow electrons,
with a de Broglie wavelength spanning over several water
molecules. Additionally, the integral of the computed ADCS can
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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be used to determine an ab initio prediction of the EMFP and
MTMFP (see ESI of ref. 22).

In Fig. 3a, we show several proposed values for the EMFP (in
blue) and the MTMFP (in green). The EMFPs based on recom-
mended data for water vapour,36 theoretical results for liquid
Fig. 3 Scattering parameters for an electron travelling through liquid wa
electronically inelastic scattering events, as opposed to vibrationally inel

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
water,12 results from our tting of experimental PAD and EAL,22

and the values derived from the present ADCS all exhibit the
same linear behaviour, though they do not agree quantitatively.
We expect these estimates to reect the purely elastic EMFP,
which is the quantity we aim to input in our simulation.
ter. (a) Proposed EMFP and MTMFP. (b) Proposed IMFP. (c) Fraction of
astic ones.

Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 1675–1692 | 1679
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The reported cross sections measured in amorphous ice20 are
harder to interpret. Indeed, the authors made use of a one-
dimensional two-stream approximation, in which the only
angle-dependent information is given by a single (forward–
backward) anisotropy factor. Extending this model to a three-
dimensional picture is not straightforward, and most impor-
tantly elastic cross sections are reported with a zero anisotropy
factor. Hence, this data is related to the isotropic component of
elastic scattering. It has been interpreted as a MTMFP in the
past,21 but this interpretation has, to our knowledge, no
rigorous basis. The associated EMFP can then be expected to be
smaller than the reported MTMFP judging by the EMFP/
MTMFP ratio from our ADCS, but denitely exhibits
a different behaviour than other estimates below z20 eV.

Based on the close agreement between the EMFP from our
present ab initio ADCS and the EMFP from our previous tting
of experimental PAD and EAL (diamonds and stars in Fig. 3a,
respectively), we use the analytical extrapolation shown as
a thick blue line for the EMFP in this work. This EMFP also
captures the general trend of the reported datasets.

Inelastic scattering. Inelastic scattering denotes collisions in
which the free electron loses energy by exciting or ionizing
a water molecule. Following customary notations in the
dielectric modelling of electron scattering in water, the energy
transferred in such a collision will be denoted by u. These
events can be divided in two main categories. The rst contains
electronically inelastic events, in which energy is transferred to
a bound electron that either gets promoted to a bound excited
state (excitation) or gets emitted (ionization), becoming
a secondary electron. Liquid water features a gap Egz 7 eV in its
excitation spectrum,35 which indicates that electronic energy
loss has to be associated with large energy transfers (u > 7 eV).
The second category contains events during which the energy is
transferred to vibration, rotation, or phonon modes of water.
These events will all be referred to as vibrationally inelastic for
simplicity. They are associated with small energy transfers (u <
1 eV). These are particularly important for very slow electrons (E
< Eg) which do not have enough energy to excite bound ones.

We implemented inelastic scattering with a single IMFP
lI(E), coupled with a branching factor felec(E) giving the proba-
bility of the scattering event being associated with an electronic
channel (as opposed to a vibrational one). In principle, the
IMFP to use in a simulation depends on the ADCS for inelastic
events, as explained in the elastic case. Here however, quantum
calculations of ADCS are impeded by the large number of
possible inelastic channels, and we had to resort to using
a simplied model for implementing angular deections in
inelastic events, following previous Monte-Carlo simulations of
electron transport,14,37 based on experimental observations in
the gas phase. For vibrational and electronic excitations, the
primary electron is assumed not to be deected, owing to the
small momentum transfers associated with such events, and to
the lack of experimental ADCS data. For impact ionizations,
slow primary electrons (<50 eV) are experimentally found to be
scattered mostly forward, thus their polar deection angle was
sampled uniformly between 0 and p/4. Secondary electrons are
1680 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 1675–1692
emitted isotropically in this regime. IMFP were used assuming
that this treatment of angular deections was reasonable.

In Fig. 3b, we show several reported IMFP. For use in our
simulation, we wish to include a total IMFP that includes most
inelastic channels. Theoretical IMFP are generally limited to
electronic channels, and therefore exhibit a sharp rise when
approaching the excitation threshold of water (7 eV). Dielectric
models agree with each other at high kinetic energies,15 but
below z102 eV the reported values differ, depending on the
algorithms and approximations used. The IMFP for amorphous
ice agrees reasonably well with our tting of experimental EAL
and PAD, and with the vapour data below 10 eV. Here, the IMFP
for water vapour was built from the recommended cross
sections for vibrational excitation, impact ionization, and
dissociation to OH, which is expected to mostly follow impact
excitation.36 Surprisingly, our tting of experimental EAL does
not agree with theoretical results at high energies, where they
are expected to become reliable. As discussed in ref. 22, this
might be due to an underestimation of the EAL in ref. 23.
Notably, the IMFP of amorphous ice20 does also not merge with
the theoretical predictions at high energies, a discrepancy that
appears to be unresolved so far.

In addition to the IMFP, we input the fraction of electroni-
cally inelastic events felec(E). It is given by

felec ¼ selec

selec þ svibr

(4)

where selec, svibr are integral cross sections for electronically and
vibrationally inelastic channels, respectively.

In Fig. 3c, we present this fraction, as obtained from vapour
and amorphous-ice cross sections. These two sources give
notably different results, with a rapid closing of vibrational
channels between z10–20 eV for vapour, while they remain
important in ice up to high kinetic energies. The origin of this
discrepancy remains unclear, but it should be noted that energy
losses above z1 eV were not directly detected in the ice
measurements20 and hence cumulatively described by a single
cross section.

The ice dataset features electronic channels even below the
excitation threshold: they are negligible with respect to vibra-
tional ones, and likely correspond to dissociative electron
attachment (DEA) based on the comparison to gas-phase data.
In our simulations, this channel is not included, as we derived
differential cross sections from a dielectric model based on
optical data: this channel is not optically observable, as it
inherently requires an electron impact to occur, and therefore
our cross sections do not include it. However, given the low
amplitude of the associated cross section, it can be neglected in
good approximation.

For both vibrational and electronic channels, we derived
a singly-differential cross section (SDCS) to sample the amount
of energy u lost by the primary electron. In order to obtain these
SDCS, we used a dielectric model of liquid water. This theory is
known to be a relatively coarse approximation at low kinetic
energies, but we expect that the relative intensities in the SDCS
can be used as a reasonable guess for modelling energy loss in
the absence of precise experimental data.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 4 Singly-differential cross sections for inelastic scattering. Top:
SDCS for electronically inelastic events, for incident kinetic energies E
¼ 10, 20, 30, 50 and 100 eV. The black vertical linemarks the excitation
threshold for liquid water. Bottom: SDCS for vibrationally inelastic
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The dielectric approach is built around the energy-loss

function (ELF) J

� �1
3ðu; kÞ

�
, which represents the probability

that an electron transfers energy u and momentum k. In this
expression, 3(u,k) ¼ 31(u,k) + i32(u,k) is the dielectric function of
liquid water. Experimental measurements of the full ELF are very
scarce, but its value in the optical limit (nomomentum transfer, k
¼ 0) has already been measured by several methods. The general
workow is then to extend this optical ELF to non-zero k.

For this purpose, several algorithms exist. We chose to use
the Mermin–Penn algorithm, as described by Nguyen-
Truong.13,38 This extension procedure is based on the Lindhard
dielectric function for a free electron gas, with damping
included through the Mermin modication of this function.
This applies successfully to free-electron-like materials, but
should be regarded as an approximation for liquid water.
Attractive features of this algorithm are the built-in u � k rela-
tion based on a physical model, and the fact that it was recently
modied to include the presence of an energy gap in the
extension procedure, for application to liquid water.13

A detailed description of the process used and of the ob-
tained ELF is given in Appendix A. Importantly, regions of the
ELF associated with electronic and vibrational energy loss are
well separated.

From the ELF, differential scattering cross sections (or
inverse mean free paths, since the density of the medium is
accounted for in this approach) for an electron travelling with
kinetic energy E can be obtained using the formula (given in
atomic units, ħ ¼ me ¼ e2/4p30 ¼ 1)

d2
sðEÞ

dudk
¼ 1

pEk
J

� �1
3ðk;uÞ

�
: (5)

This expression is equivalent to using the rst Born
approximation. This applies well at high kinetic energies, but is
not expected to be very accurate in the low-energy region. One of
the reasons is the increasing importance of exchange and
correlation effects at these velocities. The Ochkur correction for
electron exchange can be introduced in the previous expression
by multiplying with (1 � k2/E + k4/E2),13 and was used for
computing the electronic cross sections. Formulae for the
second-order Born approximation are not available within this
formalism for low kinetic energies, and most of the other
corrections used in the literature are very heuristic, though
contributions have been made towards the inclusion of more
accurate exchange–correlation effects for scattering in the
condensed phase.39,40 Therefore, we kept this level of
approximation.

In practice, sampling both the energy and momentum
transfers from a three-dimensional differential cross section is
impractical. Therefore, as done in other simulation codes,
scattering angles were sampled separately, and we actually
sampled energy transfers from the SDCS

dsðEÞ
du

¼
ðkþ
k�

d2
sðEÞ

dudk
dk; (6)
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
where allowed momentum transfer boundaries for a given
energy loss k� ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffi

2E
p � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2ðE � uÞp
are obtained from the

kinetic energy-momentum relation E ¼ K2/2 where K is the
momentum of the free electron.

These SDCS are shown in Fig. 4 for several electron kinetic
energies. They are expected to account for all optically acces-
sible energy-loss channels. In particular, peaks corresponding
to bending and stretching modes of water can be observed in
the vibrational SDCS, as well as peaks due to phonons associ-
ated with very small transfers (u < 0.1 eV). It should be noted
that we only aim to use the relative intensities in the SDCS for
sampling energy transfers. Their overall amplitude is not used,
as it is captured by the IMFP.

An important point to address is the domain of energy
transfers [u�, u+] allowed for an electron travelling inside water
with kinetic energy E. In vibrational scattering, the electron can
a priori lose all of its energy. Thus, [u�, u+] ¼ [0, E], and u is
sampled with the relative amplitudes given by the DCS within
this interval. In practice, an upper boundary of 2 eV was used for
vibrational scattering, in order to select only the corresponding
portion of the ELF. The vibrational SDCS have negligible
amplitude beyond z1 eV.

For electronically inelastic scattering, the situation is much
less straightforward, and no strong consensus exists in the
community. First, the minimum energy transfer has to be set to
the value of the excitation gap in the ELF, u� ¼ Eg ¼ 7 eV. For
estimating the maximum transfer, it has been suggested that
when most of the energy loss can be attributed to single-
electron ionizations, indistinguishability of the two resulting
electrons should be considered. This seems reasonable for
liquid water, as calculations of cross sections show that most of
events, for E ¼ 1, 2 and 5 eV.
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the inelastic events correspond to impact ionizations.12,19

Assuming that the bound electron starts at rest and has binding
energy B from the bottom of the conduction band, the
maximum energy loss should be u+ ¼ (E + B)/2, to ensure that
the rst electron remains the fastest one. However, our model
does not partition the ELF into different channels that could be
associated with different binding energies, and using a single
binding energy for all transfers is not physically correct for
a liquid with a band-like DOS. Studies have suggested to use
a mean binding energy:19 this is a convenient choice for inte-
grating the cross sections and calculating e.g. the IMFP, as it
allows to keep a reasonable integration range. However, this
does not provide a good physical picture for the simulation, as it
neglects some transfers that should be allowed by exciting
electrons with higher binding energies. Overall, reconciling the
total ELF picture with a microscopic interpretation in terms of
ionization events from a structured DOS is a difficult task.

Therefore, we tried to account for every possible transfer, by
using u+ ¼ E (for E > Eg). With this choice, we overestimate the
total electronic energy loss, since for some cases there will be no
bound electrons in the DOS that can satisfy the indistinguish-
ability condition, but we also ensure that we do not miss any
possible energy transfer.

Secondary electron production. Another essential feature for
simulating electron backgrounds is the generation of secondary
electrons by impact ionization from a primary electron. Imple-
menting this is a challenge, especially when we only have access
to the total ELF, and no experimental data is available. We
therefore introduce a simple model. Photoelectron spectra of
liquid water show that the minimal binding energy for valence
electrons is close to 10 eV, which can be seen from the DOS used
(see Fig. 2). The electronic part of the ELF features non-zero
values between 7 and 10 eV: these are associated to excita-
tions to bound states, for which no free secondary electron is
emitted. For all energy transfers larger than 10 eV, we assumed
that a secondary electron was created. Separating excitations
and ionizations around this 10 eV threshold is supported by
results from parametrizations of the ELF in different
channels.41

The initial binding energy for the secondary electron was
sampled according to the DOS of water, within the interval [B�,
B+]. B+ was set to u, to ensure that the secondary electron is
indeed promoted above the bottom of the conduction band. B�
was set to 2u � E, to ensure that the rst electron remains the
fastest one for indistinguishability. This is a crude model, but it
allows to sample binding energies continuously, and takes into
account the density of states of the medium.

Secondary electrons are not only produced by impact ioni-
zation. Recently, intermolecular coulombic decay (ICD) has
been identied in liquid water.42 This relaxation channel occurs
upon photoionization of the inner valence band of water, and
produces slow secondary electrons, that contribute to our
experimental spectra. However, including such a channel is
difficult for two reasons. First, one needs to know the ICD effi-
ciency, i.e. the fraction of 2a1-ionized molecules that will relax
via ICD, to know how many electrons are generated by this
process. This is the subject of ongoing research in our group.
1682 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 1675–1692
Second, one needs to know the initial kinetic-energy distribu-
tion of ICD electrons. As will be demonstrated by our simula-
tions, signicant reshaping of the electron distribution occurs
in the low-energy region of the spectrum, therefore one cannot
reliably use the detected ICD spectrum as the input distribu-
tion. Obtaining this distribution is actually one of the many
applications that an accurate electron scattering simulation
procedure could have. Future efforts could model such chan-
nels to further disentangle the total distribution of electrons.

Escape and detection. When approaching the surface, elec-
trons need to overcome the escape barrier (i.e. electron affinity)
of water in order to exit the jet and be detected. Theoretical
studies indicate that the electron affinity is slightly different at
the surface than in the bulk, and suggest a value EB ¼ 0.8 eV for
this surface escape barrier,32 which is supported by experi-
mental observations on thin amorphous ice layers.34 Therefore,
in our model the kinetic energy of an electron near the surface is
D ¼ 0.6 eV larger than measured in the bulk. For an electron
approaching the liquid–vacuum interface with angle Q with
respect to the normal to the surface, escape is allowed only if (E
+ D)cos2(Q) > EB, in which case a quantum description gives the
transmission probability17

TðE;QÞ ¼
4

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� EB

ðE þ DÞcos2ðQÞ
r

�
1þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� EB

ðE þ DÞcos2ðQÞ
r �2 : (7)

In practice, all escaping trajectories were detected, and then
weighted by T(E,Q) to account for this transmission probability.
This probability is responsible for a rapid decrease of the
detected electrons near 0 eV: indeed, electrons whose kinetic
energies are only slightly above the vacuum level can only
escape in a restricted angle domain, and are therefore less likely
to contribute to the detected spectrum.
Results and discussion

In the following gures, we compare experimental photoelec-
tron spectra to the results of the simulation for N ¼ 106 primary
trajectories. The simulated spectra are shown as stacked
histograms. The total amplitude of the histograms can thus
directly be compared with the experimental spectra, whereas
the area shown in a given color represents the relative contri-
butions of electrons generated by different processes. The green
part represents primary electrons that escaped the liquid
without experiencing inelastic scattering. These are therefore
located at their original position on the energy axis, and reect
the initial distribution of kinetic energies. The blue part
contains primary electrons that escaped aer losing some
energy in inelastic collisions. Finally, the red part contains
secondary electrons, that were emitted by impact ionization of
water molecules through primary electrons. Third-generation
electrons are also included, but were found to come in negli-
gible amounts for this range of kinetic energies. Experimental
spectra are shown as black lines. Both simulated and
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 5 Influence of the EMFP. Comparison of simulated spectra to experimental results, for a photon energy corresponding to harmonic 37 of
z800 nm (z57.6 eV), for several choices of EMFP. Left: EMFP extrapolated from reported results (Fig. 3a). Middle: constant 3 nm EMFP. Right:
constant EMFP with a local square-shaped minimum.
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experimental distributions are normalized to an integral of 1 for
comparison.

Inuence of the EMFP

We start by investigating the inuence of the EMFP on our
simulated electron distributions. As elastic processes are not
involved in energy loss, it might not be obvious that the EMFP
can play a role in determining the shape of the low-energy
spectra. Nevertheless, the EMFP inuences the path length
and trajectory structure of electrons in water, which can play on
(i) the probability of escaping the liquid, as well as on (ii) the
probability to lose energy, since a longer path length also equals
to more inelastic scattering events. In the lemost panel of
Fig. 5, we report a simulation using the EMFP extrapolated from
reported data (see Fig. 3). In this gure, felec was taken from
water vapour and the IMFP is set constant at 3 nm (see later
sections).

We notice that the very-low-energy portion of the spectrum is
depleted, when compared to the case of a constant EMFP
(middle panel): the amplitude of the background with respect to
the photoelectron peaks is reduced, and the maximum of the
low-energy distribution is shied. This effect can be interpreted
in the following way: when electrons have a very low EMFP (i.e.
very slow electrons in the le panel), they move by extremely
small steps in the liquid, and their direction of propagation is
constantly changed. Therefore, it is more difficult for such
electrons to cover large distances through the liquid, and as
a consequence they have less chance to escape the surface and
be detected. Rather, they will end up experiencing many
inelastic collisions and losing all of their energy, eventually
falling below the escape barrier of water: as a result the very low-
energy region is depleted. In an effort to further illustrate this
effect, we show in the rightmost panel the case of a constant
EMFP with a local square-shaped minimum. When electrons
are in the corresponding energy range, they escape the liquid
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
less efficiently, and as a result the hole is clearly mapped onto
the electron distribution, as less electrons are detected there.

In all of the following simulations, we used the extrapolated
EMFP shown in Fig. 3, which appears to be a decent guess given
the scarcity of estimates for the pure EMFP. It should be noted
that for angle-resolved data (e.g. PAD, etc.), the inuence of
elastic events is of higher importance, since they efficiently
broaden the angular distribution of electron trajectories.22

Inuence of the IMFP

We herein investigate the sensitivity of the photoelectron
spectrum to a change in the shape of the IMFP. Here, felec was
taken from water vapour.

The present simulation is able to generate an accumulation
of low-energy electrons, similar to what is observed in the
experimental spectra. In the lemost panel of Fig. 6, we report
results obtained using the extended amorphous ice IMFP.20,21

The shape of this distribution is inuenced by the oscillatory
behaviour of the amorphous ice IMFP at low energies. This is
best evidenced by the comparison to the case of a constant IMFP
without any oscillatory structure (middle panel), which
produces a rather smooth distribution, cut off at low energies
due to the low escape probability of slow electrons. With the
amorphous ice IMFP, this distribution is modulated by the
oscillations: an excess of electrons is detected when the IMFP
has a local maximum, resulting in a shoulder in the distribution
and a sharper peak. This behaviour is easily explained: electrons
with a higher IMFP lose energy less frequently than others, and
as a result there is an enhanced probability of detecting elec-
trons in the corresponding energy range.

This specic shape of the low-energy distribution is,
however, not observed in our experimental spectra. Instead,
a monotonous rise of the background is detected. This suggests
that the oscillatory features found in the ice IMFP might not be
present in the liquid phase.
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 1675–1692 | 1683



Fig. 6 Influence of the IMFP. Comparison of simulated spectra to experimental results, for a photon energy corresponding to harmonic 37 of
z800 nm (z57.6 eV), for several IMFP. Left: extended amorphous ice IMFP. Middle: constant 3 nm IMFP. Right: increasing IMFP at low energies.
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In the rightmost panel, we show the results of the simulation
for an IMFP that increases at low energies, in an effort to
improve the agreement with the experimental data. This
comparison demonstrates how the shape of the IMFP inu-
ences the distribution of low-energy electrons. First, the general
shape of the background has a sharper exponential rise,
following the shape of the IMFP for the reason mentioned
above. Second, since the difference in IMFP between high and
low kinetic energies is increased, the relative amplitudes of the
high-energy photoelectron peaks (green portion) and of the low-
energy background is also increased. This ratio of amplitudes
agrees better with experiment.
Inuence of felec

The onset of vibrational channels was found to have an
important inuence on the structure of the electron
Fig. 7 Influence of felec. Comparison of simulated spectra to experim
z800 nm (z57.6 eV), using several felec. Left: amorphous ice. Middle: w
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background. In Fig. 7, we report results of our simulations for
the felec values taken from ice (le), vapour (middle), and for
a sharper closing of electronic channels (right). Here, we used
the constant 3 nm IMFP mentioned in the previous section, to
keep a common reference.

When vibrational channels are dominant, electrons are
likely to lose very small amounts of energy, and therefore
inelastically scattered electrons (blue portion) remain close to
their original position in the spectrum. Conversely, electronic
channels efficiently displace electrons to the low-energy distri-
bution, by involving large energy transfers. Therefore, the onset
of this distribution is largely determined by felec.

With the values for ice, the distribution of inelastically
scattered electrons is broad, and shows some amplitude below
initial peak positions, corresponding to electrons that lost a very
small amount of energy vibrationally. The values for vapour
ental results for a photon energy corresponding to harmonic 37 of
ater vapour. Right: suggested sharper closing of electronic channels.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 8 Spectra for several photon energies. Experimental and simu-
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indicate less inuence of vibrational events in the higher part of
the spectrum, with a slightly sharper onset of the low-energy
distribution. Still, this data does not allow our simulation to
reproduce the very sharp rise of the background starting at
z7 eV. It should be noted that the fraction for water vapour is
not straightforward to estimate, as there is a serious lack of
direct measurements of impact electron excitation cross
sections.36

As a suggestion, we show results for an even sharper closing
of electronic channels near the excitation threshold. This
example again helps to understand how the spectrum of low-
energy electrons acquires its shape. This choice brings the
simulation into better agreement with experiment: the back-
ground rises sharply below z7 eV, and is an almost at low-
amplitude tail at higher kinetic energies. This could suggest
that the transition from electronic to vibrational channels in
liquid water happens very rapidly near the 7 eV threshold.
Interestingly, the experimental distribution really starts to rise
below 7 eV, whereas electronic channels have to vanish at 7 eV,
according to the excitation gap for liquid water. This could
suggest that vibrational channels should be more efficient at
causing inelastic scattering than they are in the present model,
which could hint at a shorter IMFP, or different SDCS.

In a recent paper,5 our group reported deviations of peak
positions towards lower energies in the region of the spectrum
located below kinetic energies of z10 eV. These shis can be
attributed to the increasing importance of vibrational scattering
for slow electrons: these channels will cause small energy losses
to the electrons (<1 eV) before detection, effectively displacing
the peaks to slightly lower energies, as will be demonstrated in
a later section of this article.
lated spectra for five photon energies, corresponding to harmonics 13,
19, 25, 31 and 37 of z800 nm (z20.2, z29.6, z38.9, z48.2, and
z57.6 eV respectively).
Spectra for several photon energies

Fig. 8 shows the comparison of our simulations with experi-
mental spectra measured for different photon energies, corre-
sponding to several harmonic orders. Here, we used the
constant 3 nm IMFP, and the suggested sharper felec as it was
found to improve the agreement with experiment. The general
shape of the spectra is reasonably well simulated, with a clear
at tail at high energies and an accumulation of electrons at low
energies. However, the relative amplitudes of the photoelectron
peaks and of the low-energy background are not well repro-
duced: the main peaks are not depleted enough. As mentioned
previously, this could hint at an IMFP increasing towards low
energies. Another experimental observation supporting this
idea is the increasing amplitude of the low-energy distribution
with respect to the main peaks when going to higher photon
energies: this suggests that faster electrons lose energy more
efficiently than slower ones. Nevertheless, it is too early to reach
a nal conclusion: what our model really evidences is that there
is an intricate interplay between many parameters that gives the
low-energy electron spectra their shape.

Additionally, we can mention that the low-energy distribu-
tions obtained experimentally could contain contributions from
secondary electrons emitted by impact ionization of the vapour
surrounding the jet. Some electrons could also be coming from
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
ionization of the spectrometer itself: however, since such elec-
trons are born inside the time-of-ight tube, they are not
accelerated by the bias voltage and should therefore be located
outside the spectrum of the liquid, and their contribution
should be very small, if even present.

An interesting observation is the evolution of the low-energy
distribution as the ionizing photon energy is varied. These
simulations reveal that the fraction of secondary electrons
increases with photon energy. This is straightforward to
understand, since electrons that have more energy are more
subject to losing enough energy to ionize one (or several)
molecules. This also explains why the electron background in
the spectra taken with harmonic 13 of 800 nm contains no true
secondary electrons, since primary electrons are created with
less energy than the lowest binding energy for liquid water (z10
eV). We here obtain for the rst time a quantitative estimate of
the composition of the low-energy distribution, which demon-
strates the previously claimed fact that the name of secondary
electron background oen used for this feature is misleading
terminology.7 It is worth recalling here that our simulated
background is most likely missing other contributions, the
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 1675–1692 | 1685
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main one being the aforementioned ICD electrons. Such elec-
trons are experimentally found to have an exponential distri-
bution between 0 andz10 eV (ref. 42) and their inclusion could
therefore improve the low-energy region of the simulated
spectrum. However, one should remember that this population
of electrons will only be a small percentage of the total one: at
most, it will be equal to the number of primary electrons ejected
from the inner-valence band, which has a low DOS in compar-
ison to the outer valence orbitals.

Additionally, we report here as a purple line the simulated
distribution without the effect of the escape barrier, to illustrate
the kinetic-energy distribution of electrons inside the liquid
(referenced to the vacuum level).

These simulations also directly indicate that background
subtraction can be non-trivial at low photon energies. Oen,
a simple exponential decay, or an exponentially modied
Gaussian, have been used in tting procedures. Here, we are
able to disentangle the origin of the electrons that make up the
spectrum, and we observe that the background of inelastically
scattered electrons actually has a structured shape, which cau-
ses the total peak to appear shied. It should be noted that even
a perfect subtraction of this background would not allow to
recover the exact kinetic-energy distribution of the unscattered
electrons: indeed, the mean free paths and cross sections are all
kinetic-energy-dependent, which can cause some regions of the
distribution to be more depleted than others.

Inuence of the surface escape barrier

We now briey turn to the effect of the surface escape barrier. As
mentioned previously, theoretical calculations32 suggest that
the value of the electron affinity of water can be different at the
surface than in the bulk. Additionally, simulations have shown
that the shape of the escape barrier can have a direct inuence
on the shape of photoelectron spectra at very low energies.17,43

In Fig. 9, we report simulations for several values of the surface
potential barrier, for a constant bulk electron affinity of 0.2 eV.
The rightmost panel uses a EB ¼ 0.8 eV surface barrier as in
previous sections (i.e. electrons are 0.6 eV faster at the surface
Fig. 9 Influence of the escape barrier. Comparison of simulated spectra t
37 of z800 nm (z57.6 eV), for several surface escape barriers. Left: 0.2
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than in the bulk), whereas the middle and lemost panels use
EB ¼ 0.5 and 0.2 eV respectively. The purple line shows the
electron distribution without the effect of the escape barrier
applied, and is of course the same in all cases.

A noticeable inuence of the height of the barrier can be
detected: essentially, the higher the escape barrier, the more
depletion of the spectrum is induced, and as a consequence the
apparent peak position of the background is shied to higher
kinetic energy. This is rather intuitively understood: when the
barrier is increased (i.e. electrons are more accelerated at the
surface), a bigger fraction of the momentum of the electron
needs to be oriented perpendicular to the surface in order to
overcome the potential step, thus the acceptance angle range
for transmission at the surface is reduced. Interestingly, the very
low-energy region agrees better with experiment with the 0.2 eV
barrier, which produces a less sharp depletion at very low
kinetic energies. This might hint at a lower value for the escape
barrier of water than is currently estimated, and demonstrates
that yet another physical phenomenon could be probed via in-
depth studies of the low-energy background of photoelectron
spectra.
Scattering of very low-energy electrons

In this section, we use our simulations to demonstrate the
effects of vibrational energy loss on the shape of photoelectron
spectra. These include shiing of peak positions, and distortion
of the kinetic-energy distributions. In Fig. 10, we present results
for a Gaussian initial distribution of kinetic energies (dashed
red line) centered at different positions. We used the sharp felec
used in the right column of Fig. 7, and a constant 3 nm IMFP.

When the Gaussian-shaped initial distribution is positioned
at a high kinetic energy (i.e. well above the excitation gap of 7
eV), electronic channels dominate. The resulting peak is
observed at its initial position in the spectrum. As we move the
initial distribution to lower energies, a background of vibra-
tionally scattered electrons builds up near the main peak, and
produces a shi of the apparent position of the detected peak,
o experimental results, for a photon energy corresponding to harmonic
eV barrier. Middle: 0.5 eV barrier. Right: 0.8 eV barrier.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 10 Effects of inelastic scattering on a model photoelectron peak.
Result of the simulation on a Gaussian initial distribution of kinetic
energies, centered at 1, 3, 5, 8 and 12 eV.
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in agreement with our recent observations for the valence peaks
of liquid water.5

These spectra are similar to experimental spectra of solvated
electrons in liquid water. Spectra taken at high photon energies
(i.e. initial distribution of electrons above the excitation
threshold of water) evidence a Gaussian-shaped distribution of
binding energies.6,9 In contrast, spectra measured with smaller
photon energies yield distorted lineshapes,6,8 due to inelastic-
scattering effects. In future developments, such spectra could
also be used as benchmarks to validate or even adjust scattering
parameters at very low kinetic energies. Photoelectron spec-
troscopy of solutes with small binding energies could also be
a source of similar spectra.
Conclusions and outlook

We have developed a simulation of electron elastic and inelastic
scattering as a means to predict complete photoelectron spectra
of liquid water for the rst time. Experimental spectra were
recorded using a high-harmonic source and a liquid-water
microjet, and compared to our simulations. This approach
gives unprecedented insights into the composition of the low-
energy electron spectra and their sensitivity to the scattering
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
parameters used as input, therefore showing considerable
promise as a benchmarking tool for the critical assessment of
electron-scattering parameters. Computational techniques
such as machine learning could be used in the future to t
scattering parameters to experimental spectra, in an effort to
establish reliable electron scattering data at low kinetic energies
and thereby advance our understanding of the fundamental
underlying physical processes.

The comparison of such simulations to additional experi-
mental photoelectron spectra promises important advances.
For example, electron–electron coincidence maps42 contain
information on how to model secondary electron generation
upon electron impact ionization and attosecond time-resolved
photoelectron spectroscopy25,26,44 is sensitive to electron mean
free paths.45 We demonstrated how this method allowed us to
disentangle the structure of the low-energy electron spectra, and
how it can help to understand scattering-induced electron
energy losses in the condensed phase.

We argue that the comparison to experimental photoelec-
tron spectra and/or other experimental observables should be
used as a performance assessment tool for future simulations of
electron transport and production in liquids, most importantly
before any attempt to retrieve information from such simula-
tions. Overall, we demonstrate the many far-reaching possibil-
ities that an accurate scattering model will provide, and a large
part of the reasoning developed herein extends beyond the
special case of liquid water and holds for other liquids or
insulators. Our work therefore represents an important rst
step towards predictive simulations of electron scattering in
liquid water.

Appendix A – ELF extension using the
MPA
Formulae for the MPA

The formulae used in the MPA are reproduced for completeness
here. See ref. 13 and 38 for more information.

In the normal MPA, the ELF is obtained from the integral
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where G is a function that is built from the OELF and 3M(u,k) is
the Mermin dielectric function. In the modied MPA including
an energy gap, the G function is changed, and the Mermin
dielectric function is replaced by the Mermin form of the Lev-
ine–Louie dielectric function for semiconductors.

For the normal MPA, the G function is
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and the Mermin dielectric function is given by

3Mðu; kÞ ¼ 1þ ðuþ igÞ½3Lðuþ ig; kÞ � 1�
uþ ig

3Lðuþ ig; kÞ � 1

3Lð0; kÞ � 1

(10)

where 3L is the Lindhard dielectric function
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Fig. 11 ELF for liquid water. Top: OELF for liquid water. Each color
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with c2¼ 1/pkF, z¼ k/2kF, m¼ (u + ig)/kvF, where kF¼ (3p/4)1/3up2/
3 and vF are respectively the Fermi momentum and velocity.

In these expressions, g is a phenomenological damping
coefficient. For extending the electronic part of the ELF, we used
the value g ¼ 0.01 eV, which was kindly communicated by
Nguyen-Truong. For extending the vibrational part of the ELF,
this value did not allow to correctly t the narrow peaks in the
OELF, and we therefore used g ¼ 0.001 eV.

For the modied MPA, the G function is
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and theMermin form of the Levine–Louie dielectric function 3LL

is given by
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where 3LL implements the energy gap, by verifying
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corresponds to one of the three sources described in the text. The
green line indicates the 7 eV excitation gap above which the electronic
part of the OELF is located. Bottom: ELF for liquid water extended
using the MPA. The first plot shows the portion corresponding to
electronic energy loss. The second plot shows the portion attributed
to vibrational energy loss.
Optical ELF

The OELF was obtained from three sources, suited for three
different energy domains. From 1.2 � 10�7 eV to 7 eV, the OELF
was built from complex refractive index n(u) + ik(u) measure-
ments,46 using the relations15

31(u,k ¼ 0) ¼ n2(u) � k2(u) (15)

32(u,k ¼ 0) ¼ 2n(u)k(u) (16)
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From 7 eV to 100 eV, we used recent inelastic X-ray scattering
measurements of the OELF.35 From 100 eV to 405 keV, we used
the mass photoabsorption coefficient m(u) from the FFAST
database,47 and the formula
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¼ ħcrmðuÞ

u
(18)
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where c is the speed of light and r ¼ 998 kg m�3 is the mass
density of liquid water.13 The full OELF is shown in the top
panel of Fig. 11, with each source shown in a different color. The
green line marks the 7 eV gap in the excitation spectrum, above
which the OELF is attributed to electronic excitations and
ionizations. Below this line, the OELF shows narrow peaks
corresponding to vibrational excitations, associated with
smaller energy losses.

The internal consistency of the optical data was tested using
the Kramers–Kronig and f sum rules. They hold up to 4.67% and
5.16% error, respectively.

Vibrational and electronic ELF

When extending the OELF of water to non-zero k, most algo-
rithms tend to overestimate the ELF at the energy gap: the
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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electronic part of the ELF will get extended to non-zero values
below u ¼ 7 eV, in disagreement with the rare experimental
values for the full ELF.48 For this reason, we used the improved
MPA proposed by Nguyen-Truong, which includes the presence
of a gap in the extension procedure, and is able to efficiently
extend the OELF in good agreement with experiment.13 In this
case, the OELF was set to zero below 7 eV. This works well for
extending the electronic part of the ELF, which is located above
the gap. The resulting portion of the ELF, corresponding to
electronic energy losses, is shown in the second plot of Fig. 11.

For extending the vibrational part of the ELF however, this
method is not suited, as it assumes a zero ELF below 7 eV. For
this part, we used the normal MPA, also proposed by Nguyen-
Truong.38 This time, the whole OELF was used. The resulting
portion of the ELF is shown in the third plot of Fig. 11.

Appendix B – parameters for
photoemission

The initial angles for electron trajectories need to be sampled
from the PAD for photoionization of bulk liquid water. For
symmetry reasons, these PAD are given by

PADðqÞf1þ b
ð3 cos2ðqÞ � 1Þ

2
(19)

with the polar angle q measured relative to the direction of
polarization, and �1 # b # 2 an anisotropy coefficient that
entirely describes the PAD.

This coefficient has been measured experimentally in small
water clusters, for several ionizing photon energies, and for
each of the three valence orbitals of water.49 In Fig. 12, we
reproduce some of these values.

The b coefficient is found to converge rapidly with cluster
size, with values not changing signicantly for n larger thanz6.
For such small clusters, we expect the effects of scattering of
emitted electrons with molecules to be small, and therefore
assume the converged b to decently reproduce the angular
emission distributions from a local liquid water environment.
Fig. 12 b parameter for photoemission. Experimental b anisotropy
coefficient as a function of emitted electron kinetic energy, for n¼ 1, 6
and 20 water clusters and for the three valence orbitals of water.
Results reproduced from ref. 49. The red line is the analytical extrap-
olation used in our simulation.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Importantly, the signicant differences in b values from one
orbital to another observed for the monomer are found to
vanish for clusters larger than a few molecules. Therefore, the
b values were chosen only according to the kinetic energy of the
photoelectron, and regardless of the orbital it was emitted from.

Since few data points are available for large clusters, we did
an analytical extrapolation of the converged b values by
following the trend observed for the smaller clusters. The
resulting curve is shown in red, and has the analytical
expression

b(E) ¼ 1 � e�(E � 3)/13 + 0.05, (20)

with E in eV.
For each trajectory with kinetic energy E, the initial angle was

sampled by computing the corresponding b(E) from this curve,
and by using eqn (19) as probability distribution.
Appendix C – geometry
approximations

Our experimental cylindrical geometry is slightly more complex
than that of a single locally semi-innite at surface, as the
polarization of the ionizing light is taken into account for the
photoemission step of the simulation. Indeed, the portion of
the jet facing the incoming light has this polarization parallel to
the surface, while the portion facing the skimmer has it
orthogonal to the surface, and all intermediate cases exist.
Fig. 13 Effects of sampling depth and polarization orientation. Left:
simulated distributions for two limiting values of exponential tail for
sampling initial depth. Right: simulated distributions for three angles of
the polarization with respect to the normal to the water surface.
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Therefore, when detecting electrons coming from all around the
jet, the total spectrum should essentially be a weighted sum of
spectra obtained for different angles of the polarization relative
to a semi-innite at-surface.50 However, we found that this
polarization direction did not have an important inuence on
the simulated spectra, at least when compared to the effects
that we demonstrate in this work. Here, we show simulated
spectra for three cases, corresponding to 0, 45 and 90� orien-
tations of the polarization. Other simulations showed a small
dependence of spectra on polarization angle (see ESI of ref. 8),
and another study concluded that at-surface and cylindrical
experiments produced essentially identical results.50 Therefore,
we kept the simpler semi-innite at-surface geometry, with the
polarization set orthogonal to the surface.

We also chose to use a constant exponential distribution for
sampling starting depths, in order to reduce computational
costs. Also, this enables us to focus more on scattering-induced
effects. The choice of 10 nm for the exponential tail is motivated
by reported values for the EAL, which are around 2–3 nm: the
probing depth for electrons that have scattered inelastically
multiple times has to be a few times this EAL. Actually,
changing the sampling depth has little effects on our simulated
distributions: in Fig. 13, we demonstrate that the distribution is
essentially unchanged in the two limiting cases.

These geometry approximations are useful for focusing our
analysis on scattering-induced effects.
Appendix D – elastic ADCS

We approximate the elastic ADCS for liquid water by computing
the ADCS for water clusters with the programs Quantemol51 for
electron kinetic energies below 10 eV and with ePolyScat52,53

otherwise, using the program PolyDCS54 for post-processing.
The nuclear congurations of the clusters were taken from
ref. 55 and the electronic structure was computed with the
program package Gaussian,56 using Hartree–Fock theory and
a cc-pVTZ basis set. For the simulations we used the results for
the water heptamer as a good compromise between numerical
Fig. 14 ADCS for elastic scattering ADCS resulting from quantum
calculations on water heptamers, normalized to the forward peak.
Below 10 eV, Quantemol was used. Above 10 eV, ePolyScat was used.
In both cases, the results were post-processed in PolyDCS.

1690 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 1675–1692
accuracy and convergence of the ADCS with cluster size towards
the bulk ADCS. Fig. 14 shows that ADCS, scaled to unity in
forward scattering direction.
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